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Katra is a very lively town that is situated at a distance of 42 kilometers from Jammu Mountains at a
height of 754 meters above the sea level. The state of Jammu and Kashmir has earned its
maximum recognition because of Vaishno Devi temple. The Vaishno Devi Temple of Katra that
enshrines the ostentatiously ornamented stone silhouettes of Goddess â€˜Vaishnaviâ€™ (also revered as
Mata Rani) happens to be the second most visited place of worship in India and over 8 million
devotees perform a pilgrimage of the Vaishno Devi Temple every year. Katra is the major stop over
town where pilgrims register themselves before staring their journey to Vaishno Devi. The distance
between Katra and Vaishno Devi is 14 kilometer. Some devotee opts for the trek on foot and walk
all the way up to the temple. The bustling market of this town invites travllers to shop handicrafts,
jewellery, dry fruits, Kashmiri Shawls, jackets and other woolen and handcrafted items

As Katra is the base camp of the Vaishno Devi passage provides bounteous accommodation and
lodging options for the pilgrims arrived here from different corners of the globe. These hotels in
Katra offer perfect lodging to the travllers along with all the amenities required for their journey.
Mostly people stay in these hotels in the beginning or during the holy journey thus a short duration
of time is spent in these hotels. This hotel in Katra range in category and offer perfect
accommodation to all class of travllers. They are very reasonably priced and aim to offer good
services at lesser cost. These hotels offer neat and clean facilities along with best pricing.  The
rooms of these hotels are spacious and also offer the modern in room amenities like air
conditioning, hot cold running water supply, bathroom toiletries, hair dryer, television, telephone.
These hotels in Katra have been classified into various categories where you can find deluxe hotels,
Katra economy hotels for the convenience of the travllers. These hotels facilitate the guests with all
basic amenities and other facilities required for comfortable stay. The well trained staff assists you
throughout your stay in the hotels by offerings you perfect assistance on your trip.

So next time if you are planning for a trip to this charismatic destination than no need to worry about
the accommodation as Katra is dotted with various types of hotels that will take care of all your
travel needs.
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